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1. CURRENT STATE OP MONETICS 

At the beginning of civilization, in the search for an appropriate procedure 
to carry out the essential batter for trade, our ancestors arrived at the choi
ce of certain precious assets as accounting unit. Expansion of trade, together 
with the organization of the State, later Jed to ,<fiat money,> being issued by 
the sovereigns, stamped and guaranteed by the issuer. Subsequently, «scrip
rural» or written means of payment made it possible to substitute the physi
cal delivery of metallic money or paper money by a letter or written order 
given to a third party, to credit said amount to a specific account orto deli
ver said values to the bearer claiming them 1• 

«Monetics» 2 is a new development in the field of scriptural means of pay
ment, evidenced by the substirntion of payment orders set out on paper by 
others based on informatic devices and which are, therefore, recorded 
mainly on digita! records and the transfer is currentiy done through elecht
romc means. 

In the present state of the art, which will be considered in this work, the 
Electronic Fund Transfer (hereinafter referred to as «EFT~>), takes place 
through: 

a) Automatic Tellet Machines (ATM); 
b) Points of Sale (POS); 
e) Home Banking (HB). 

The emergence of new instrumental basis and procedures for the transfer of 
money orders has resulted in non-traditionai legai probìems connected with 
EFT requiring different and imaginative solutions. Nevertheless, as it will 
become evident in this work, I do not believe that we are faced by a new 

L A legal appronch of Ll-,e evolution of the means of payment is discussed in El arpecro lc?fll 
del dinem by F. A MANN, México, 1986. Its course towards «dectronic money» in The C,uh!ess 
Society, by AuGUST BEQUAI, New York, 1981. 
2. "Monetics .. is an appropriate ncologism coined by the Frend, worshippers of the Droit de 
l'Informatique. M. Vivant and Ch. Le Sta.ne define it as a «system for payment5 based on tran
sfer mechanisms in which informatics plays a ro!e:. (LAMY Droit de J'Informatiqt<e, Paris, 1987, 
p. 1332). 
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kind of money or by a legai vacuum that is difficult or impossible to fill by 
the currendy avaiiable legal means. 

It should be nored - and this is frequendy overlooked by authors dealing 
with this subject - that legai problems related to EFT (at least with regard 
to ATM and POS) are directly related to the use of plastic cards as means of 
accessing a system and identifying an account owner. Cards, originally re
stricted to payment and credit functions, fai! within a legal category with in
herent problems and solutions, not necessarily linked to ìnformatics and te
lematics, to whose generalization they proceeded. It should be remembered 
that many of these problems and solutions are common to «Monetics» as a 
whole 3• This is simply an additional manifestation of the trend towards the 
integration of banking and cai-d business. 

2. AN ACTIVITY W1ITH MULTIPLE PARTICIPANTS 

The means of payment evolution, from prehistoric barter to EPT, has resul
ted in a constant increase in the number of parties involved in these transac
tions. In the present state of l'-,fonetics we must consider as subjects of rights 
and/or obligations related to EFT: 

a) account holders, who may number one or more in each operation (tran
sfers from one user's account to another's) who may operate through more 
than one authorized account owner in connection with the same account 
(holders of second cards) and also use a single method of accessing the sys
tem to operate with different accounts (associated accounts); 
b) the bank or institution which opens the account and issues the cards; 
e) the bank receiving the transfer ordered by another bank, according to 
the client's instructions; 
d) the bank responsible for the ATM, through which transactions are made 
by multiple account owners, many of whom are not its clients; 
e) the company providing the physìcal faciHties for the instaHation of an 
ATM, whose operation is not controlled by it; 
/) the company managing the ATM, POS or HB system; 
gJ the company providing the physical means of communication to transport 
signals between terminals, bank computers and centra! system computers; 
h) the bank or institution acting as a clearing house between banks and 
companies linked to the system, and 
i) retailers receiving payment for goods from the public by means of credit 
or p&yment cards or POS. 

As legal features of the EFT sysrem, as regards the intervening parts, we 
must point out the following: 

3. Far an exhaustive study of the problems relateci to credit and payment cards, including 
abundam references to comparative law and discussion of this subject as a part of .. banking te
lematics», see Li Practique d,1 Droit des Cartes by A. BERTRAND and P. LE CLECH, Paris, 1988. 
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- mosr transactions involve several parties; 
- some of the parties involved in transactions derived from the system are 
Hnked to each other by direct contractual relationships, whereas others are 
only indirectly linked (provisions regarding them, induded in an agreement 
celebrated between two third parties) and others are not connected to each 
other by any contractual links whatsoever. 

In this general and not exhaustive review of legal problems related to EFT -
the only purpose of this paper we cannot consider but the more relevant 
problems affecting banks or companies issuing credit cards in their relations 
with users and third parties acting fraudulently. The variety of relationships 
resulting from the number of parties already mentioned, obviously points 
out the existence of a vaster number of problems which also deserve atten
tion. 

3. THE BUSINESS LEGAL FRAMEWORK 

A typical feature of Fiat Money is that the legislation which governs it is 
part of Public Law, whereas provisions which rule scriptural means of pay
ment - since they do not affect the State's interests - are found mair1Jy in 
Private Law. Nevertheless, the substantive provisions governing EFT lie wi
thin the field of contractual regulations. Thus, we see an increasing partici
pation by ioterested parties in the management of the instruments of pay
ment and an increased predominance of private conventions over general ru
les of law. 

In the Latin American region, whose civil legislation is inspired by the prin
dples set out in the ,<Napoleonic Code», a common principle states that «di
spositions set forth in an agreement constitute a rule for the parties, to 
which they must submit as if it were the law itselfo 4• Ail issues set forth in 
the agreement, not governed by the private convention, are to be governed 
by the basic rules of law. Thus, the importance of contracts in governing the 
legal relations resulting from EFT can be easily understood. 

From the standpoint of this paper, the most imporrant conventions gover
ning EFT are: 

a) the contract between a bank or company and the organization managing 
an ATM, POS or HB network; 
b) the contract through which a bank or company agrees with the user the 
opening of an account or the issuing of a card, and 
e) the contract between a business enterprise accepting operations with a 
credit or payment card or a POS and the company managing a credit or pav
ment carà system or a POS network. 

4. Artide 1197 of the A..rgentine Civil Code, based on the artide 1134 of the French Civil 
Code. 
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Although civil law regimes generaI!y include provisions similar to those in 
artide 1149 of the Argentine Cìvil Code, wherein it is stated that «contracts 
cannot be enforced against third parties nor can they be invoked by 
them ... », contracts governing EPT usually include provisions which not only 
refer to relations between the executing parties but also establish a link bet
ween one of the parties (the owner of the account, for example) with the 
counterpart of the other party, under a different contract (the retailer, in 
our example). Therefore, in spire of the already mentioned genera] principle, 
since these stipulations are freely assumed undertakings of rhe contracting 
parties, such stipulations are fully valid and enforceable. 

As regards the regulatory framework applicable to EFT, it should be remem
bered the penetrating comment made by André Bertrand and Philippe Le 
Clech that - in spite of the inherent features of each legal system - coun
tries governed by «common law», usually based on the doctrine of prece
dent, have a more complete network of legal provisions on EFT than coun
tries with a Latin legai tradition, generally based on statutory law 5 • 

4. RISK AND INFOR1VIATICS 

In the legai field, lnformatics has been accepted wirh certain distrust since 
it is considered a stili not completeiy deveioped technology, capable of maì 
functioning and that the risk involved in its use must be taken by those who 
profit commerdally from it 6• In fact, this doomsday view is inconsistent 
wìth current technology, whìch has proven to be highly safe as regards 
equipment devoted to EFT and particularly as regards devkes dedicated to 
EFT operations, whose physical and logica! components have been specifi
cally designed to be error resistant. 

Nevertheless, the possìbility of mal functioning affecting the input, proces
sing, recording or output of EFT operations must be considered. These risks 
include: 

a) lvfol/unctìons caused by the enviromnent; heat, humidity, statk electricity, 
dust, detective power supply, etc., are physical factors capable of causing 
changes in stored data and, hence, causing defective processing and errors in 
output. Technical advances tende to decrease the likelihood of such failures, 
as a result of the adoption of appropriate technical countermeasures (air con
ditioning, insulation, uninterrupted power supp]y, etc.). 
b) Equìpment failures: certain components of computer equipment (particu
larly mechanicai eiements, more likely to fail due to frictkm and wear) may 
foil and this risk is increased by improper maintenance. This is particularly 

~- A/ricu c.nd Mo11etìcs, Abidjan, 1988, p. ,. 
6. On the prejudiced theory of risk and informatics and ìts rejection by ,he Argentine juri
sprudence, see my Rcsponsabilid.,d del proveedor de bìenes informaticos, in ,,Dat-Derecho de ia 
Alta Tecnologia,-, N. 4/5, Buenos Afres, 1988, p. 15. 
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true in the case of printers where quality control standards are difficult to 
apply and improper functioning could lead to failure to print or credit an 
operadon due to lack or break in printing paper or ribbon. These risks are 
lessened by control systems which prevent the defective operation of equip
ment and the duplication of records which are stored in the magnetic me
mory not printed on paper. 
e) Eiwrs in design arcbit.ecture: theoretically, the conjunction of physical and 
logìcal components in a system, subject to operating in an infinite combina
tion of variable drcumst8.nces could, in some of them, generate errors in re
sults or output. In fact, both hardware and software driving ATM, POS and 
HB network are products that have been tested in a great number of instal
lations, where millions of transactions take place. In the present state of 
practical experimentation of systems, the possibility of an unexpected error 
due to the conjunction of unforeseen factors is extremely urJikely. 
d) Hum,m errors: involuntary errors (or wilful misuses) caused by operators 
when loading, processing or erasing data, working with certain files, using 
certain communications protocols, etc. 
e) Enors in data collectìon: exogenous errors, prior to inputting data. Expe
rience ìndicates this is the most important source of risk. Although data en
try processes have a high safety margin (validation procedures), the input of 
erroneous data is inevìtable. Once the information has been stored (or wor• 
se, after having been processed) it is extremely difficult to detect and cor
rect. It should be pointed out, however, that data transmitted over EFT 
systems remains, in most cases, unaltered after the origina.I input and is not 
an element in subsequent process after collection. This increases its reliabi
lity and evidently decreases the possibility of errors, making the comrol of 
processed information far more transparent. 

The above mentioned faiJures may cause problems which have very serious 
legal consequences for the various parties participating in these transactions. 
Briefly, they include: 

a) Problerm re/,ated to user identification: leading to the reìection of orders or 
instmctions given by the legitimate user, as weH as processing of operations 
ìnitiated by unauthorizd users. 
This includes the se!Ìous risk of wilfulìy improper use by someone forging or 
altering cards or using frauduìently obtained identification codes, who link 
up to the system and cause harm to the various interested parties. 
The constant improvement of security systems tends to decrease this risk 
which, nevertheless, is one of the most importam causes of ioss in the ex
ploitation of EFT systems. 
b) Changes it1 information: refers ro the possibility of processed ìnformation 
being modified by accident or by fraudulent raanoeuvre. As the operation. of 
an EFT system is based on a constant remote processing of information, the 
deviation from destination constitutes an important factor of risk. 
e) Del.ays in message transmissio11: losses and damages can result from delayed 
transmission of operations or the late compliance with instructions. EFT te-
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chniques do not always off er the user an opportunity to verify the timely 
performance of operations. 
d) Disappearance o/ information: information can disappear during input, 
transport, processing or storage, causing damages to those entitled to claim a 
benefit following the correct processing of data. 

5. PROBLEMS RELATED TO EVIDENCE 

The current legal system witnesses a technical stage of development in 
which transactions take place between individuals who foce each other, or at 
a dist:mce - based on evidence set out on paper, usually signed -. Informa
tics manifestly tends to eliminate paper as a foundation for transactions 
being processed and telematìcs eliminates the need for the physical presence 
of the actors. EFT (based on informatics and telematics) was obviously de
stined to dash with a lega} structure which corresponded to a paper based 
cuìture, relying on instruments and signatures. 

In this sense, the most critica! 1egal considerations are related to the identi
fication of the parties involved in a transaction, and to the value of records 
on electronic memories as legal evidence. 

The method used by an ATM or POS system to identify an account user 
has been a physical device (a card) with a confidential code recorded (the 
Persona! Idenrification Number - PIN) to be validated by the system when 
verified against the account and card numbers. 

HB techniques, since they are based on telephones, «Minitel» type terrninaìs 
or computers, use only a PIN which, for safety reasons, usually includes ei
ght digits. 

Constant efforts are being made to implement techniques substituting cards 
and PIN in order to identify those who operate with EFT. Voice recogni
tion, fingerprints, blood vessels on the retina, etc., are some of the methods 
suggested in connection with identification based on the anatomica! structu
re. Static or dynamic analysis of signatures appears to be a less feasible me
thod from a technical standpoint but closer to our traditional iegal formali
ties. None of these methods has prevailed to date and its efficiency appears, 
in practice, surpassed by other less costly and complicated methods, such as 
the «intelligent» card whose memory include - besides data on current ac
count management and statement - resources directed to identification ì. 

Another serious legal problem relates to the evidence of EFT transactions. 
Electronically conducted business, just as any other form of business, may 
result in controversies among the parties, who may claim to have never ef
fected a transaction or that they wished to engage in different operations or 

7. A plastic card wìth imbedded electronic microdrcuits, which acts as rnkroprocessors and 
memories, experimentally used in the French «C.irte Blem,. 
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who dispute the amount, opportunity or any other related circumstances. 
The facts of the matter will be established and the correct interpretation 
thereof will be possible under law-only if adeguate evidence i~ available. 
Said evidence, to be useful, must be both legally admissible and materially 
convincing. 

Electronic expression (not perceivable by human senses) and magnetic me
dia, inherent to EFT, is more a problem of formal adjustment to regulations 
than something involving the essence of evidence. Electronic evidence, in 
the absence of unavoidable procedura! requirements, can meet standards of 
darity, unchangeability and permanence when reproduced by appropriate te
chnical means and set out in unerasable basis 8• 

As a matter of fact, the main legal problem in this regard is the imbalance 
among the parties, due to the fact that one of them has absolute control 
over the recording and storage systems and the other must rely on the devi
ces controlled by his opponent in the event of a dispute. A basic legal prin
ciple indicates that each claimer is concerned with the evidence of what he 
is claiming, thereby forcing an EFT user (whose hypothesis of conflict 
would have as a probable opponent the manager of the system technical de
vices) to trust in the technical perfection and good faith of this potential op
ponent to certify his statements. 

Different techniques have been used to attempt to balance this uneven si
tuation as, for example, the automatic issuing of paper certificates before 
the definitive processing of the transaction by the A TM or with the presen
ce of one or more officials while opening envelopes containing deposits ma
de through automatic terminals. 

In this case also, it would appear that the use of cards with memory - which 
constitute a means of evidence in the hands of the user - is a possible solu
tion, in the present state of the technique. 

Sinc.e very few countries have appropriate legislation on this subject 9, pro
blems related to the identification of the operator and the evidence of these 
sorts of transactions have been solved by provisions contained in the par
ties' contracts. 

When funds are withdrawn from an ATM, a purchase is debited at a POS 
(point of sale) or funds are transferred through HB (home banking), the user 
is linked up to the system and commnicates with a computer by striking or 
tapping a keyboard; there is usually no human intervention, except by the 

8. Interested readers will find striking vjews on the problem of evidence and informatics in 
the records of lectures and debates organized by the Association Française du Droit de L'Infor
matique, titled L'Informatique et le Droitde la Preuoe, Paris, 1986. 
9. The United States of America enacted on this issue the Electronic FumJ Transfer Act, appro
ved in November 10, 1978 as title XX of the «Consumer Credit Protection Act». In Denmark, 
a «Law on payment cards» touching on some aspects of this issue has been in force since Ja
nuary 1, 1985. 
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user and, therefore, it seems inappropriate to refer to accordance, which is 
one basic aspect of any bilatera! agreement. 

Nevertheless, there rnust have been itprior occasion when we spoke to ano
ther human being to sign papers and execute the agreemem which led to 
the opening of an account or the issuance of a card, which set out in minute 
detail the stipulations under which we would operate in the future. It is in 
these agreements or contracts that the parties stipulate the requirements for 
acknowledging an instruction or signature and what evidence of an opera
tion will be accepted as valid. The problem wiìh these clauses is that some 
lega! scholars construe them as affecting principles of Pubiic Policy and, the
refore, being null and void, since those prindples cannot be modified by pri
vate agreements 10• 

Thls, in tum, leads us to a really important legal consideration since eviden
ce must, under law, be weighed from a forma] poim of view (rules regarding 
introduction of evidence as proof of an act) as well as from a material stand" 
point (the degree of credibili.ty of evidence submitted). Since certain lega! 
systems specify what can be validly used as evidence and the value assigned 
to each method of proof n, the enforceability of conventions regarding evi" 
dence must be analyzed very carefully, particularly as regards the enforce
ment of obligations set out in documenrs and signed as proof of a certain le
gal act u. 

Although Informatics and Tdematics have been benefitted by the applica
tion by analogy of lega! pri.nciples originally enacted to regulace situations 
occurring in a previous technical culture, the inherent rigidity of forrnal ru
les nevertheless precludes interpretation by analogy B and demands an ur
gent decisìon on the part of the legislator regarding insrrnments and eviden
ce of lega! acts according to the current state of the facts. 

6. PROBLEMS RELATED TO CIVIL LIABILITY 

Experience derived from the use of EFT systems allov.rs te define some criti
cal areas relateci to risks which could result in civil liability 14• A brief list 
must include: 

10. This is the opinion of the Colombian academic, Mr. Hernando Davis Echaodia, who be
lieves tbat it is not acceptable that the parties impose on a judge rules on how to assess facts on 
whìch he mles (Teoria Genera{ de la Prueba Judicia!, Buenos Aires, 1981, T. 1, p. 517). 
1 L System called "lega! evidence,. as imposed by Colombian rules of evidence or less strictly 
by Venezueia. lt is the opposite of «frcedom of evidencc» whercundcr rhe parties :md the iudge 
may use any appropriate means as evidence, as adopted by the Argentine procedural law. 
12. Civil laws inspìred in !he N,ipoleo,iic CoJe reflecl (as che Argentin,:; Civil Code does, in 
A.rr. 1193) the principle ,et out in its Art. l.341 which demands tha.t any lega! è\<:t whose econo-
mic importance exceeds a set amount (curn,rstly FF 5000 according to the French !aw and 
amount which cannot possibly be expres.ed due to inflatìon, in Argentine law) be evidenced bv 
written documem and !igned. 
13. As devcrly pointed out by Alaitl Ben~oussan in this address during the meeting mentio" 
ned in note 10. 
14. On the problcm, rclated to civil liability and EFT, see Teleb,mking, Tek-shopping and the 
Law, by YVE.5 PoUI.LET and GtlY P. VANDERHER<;HE, Brn,sels, 1988, pp. 9ì ff. 
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6.L Risks Related to the Access to the System. 

6.1. L Risks related to the creation of means of access: 
It is the inherent risk of manufacturing physical media (cards) and assigning 
logica! media (codes) not only by banking and financial institutions handìing 
the accounts but also by companies involved in the production of physical 
inputs. The usual causes of risk are negligence or fraud by the staff themsei
ves, which could result in violation of the confidentiality of codes, or in the 
appropriation of physical media by third parties. 

6. 1.2. Risks relateci to the issuing of physical means of access: 
Another frequent cause of damages is the distribution of cards to persons 
who did not request them, and the use of standard mail or postal services to 
send cards to those who requested them. In the first case, anyone who is 
not aware of having been chosen, without being asked, to become a card 
holder, is unable to take steps to prevent their improper use by third par
ties. In the second case, when a card is stolen before being delivered to the 
addressee, the latter is also equally incapable of protecting his or her best in
terest. 

6.1.3. Risks related to protection of means of access: 
This is a risk assumed by the user of the system, who must keep the physical 
means under safe custody and protect the confidentiality of the logical 
means, so that they remain unknown to third parties. Experience indicates 
that a large number of users fai] to fulfill both obligations and that an incre
dibly large number of them write down their access code on the card itself 
or a piece of paper carried together with the card. By makìng illegal manou
ver esasier, through carelessness, the user is also obviously liable. This re
sponsibility is increased when the user does not bother to take the time to 
fuìfill his prescribed obligations, in the event of 1.oss or theft. 

6.2. Rìsks Reiated to Equipment Malfimction. 
This section should include ali li;bilities derived from mistaken or defective 
operations due to technical factors. In spite of reliability of the equipment, it 
seems apprnpriate to point out the current vulnerability of communication 
systems and the growing number of «hackers» in informatics-reìated crime, 
factors which constitute an external risk and whose responsibility cannor be 
attributed to any of the parties participating in the relationships und consi
deration. 

6.3. Risks Re!ated to Faìlure to Follow Ce,·.tain Routines. 
This refers to the responsibility of rnerchants who perform operations paid 
by electronic means. They have the obligation to perfonn certain checks and 
tequest, certaln approvals and must, therefore, bear the responsibility of da
mages resultìng from failure to perform or the improper performance of tho
se procedures. 

6.4. Risks Related to Failure to Perform or Delayed Performance o/ Instruc
tians. 
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This is a type of damage usually associated to HB operations and does not 
really differ from identìcal non-electronic operations. 
The delayed or incorrect transmission or processing of instructions can re
sult in the late payment of a bill submitted by a thlrd party, or in financial 
operations performed at an undesired rate, etc. The truly unique feature of 
the problem is that in case, as in may of the other cases discussed, the user 
of EPT has difficulty in evidencing the manner and the occasion on which 
he instructed certain operations to be performed. 

7. PROBLEMS RELATED TO PRAUD 

EFT systems bave certain unique features reiated to specific legal problems 
resulting from illegal acts 15• EFT frauds can be classified in two large 
groups: 

7. L The Improper Use of the System 
In practice this is done by the account or card holder using the original phy
sical and logical means of identification, and the improper use is reflected in 
a behavior which violates the stipulations between the parties on the use of 
the systems. 

7 .1. L Operations exceeding the authorized limit. A distinction must be 
drawn between the hypothesis in which the balance due is eventually cove
red by the user and that in which the user fails to pay his debt. In this last 
case an additional distinction comes into play: when the balance due is equi
valent to expenditures consistent with the life style of the user as distingui
shed from those reflecting a disproportionate increase in expenditures, 
which can be considered as evidence of a fraudulent manoueuvre. Courts 
have found this to be a crime 16• 

7.1.2. Operations with expired card or card which have been removed from 
circulation. These operations are crìminal when performed with the inten
tion to defraud. 

7 .1.3. Prohibited operations: one of the most frequent is to disguise cash 
loans under the appearance of sales made by stores linked to the system. 

7.2. Assumptions o/ Fraudulent Use 
Cases where the EFT is used by third parties as the appropriate instrument 
to comrnit a crime. The most frequently used methods are: 

7.2.1. Fraudulent opening of an account: in these cases the author of illegal 
acts is the true card holder, who opened an account, usually under a false 

15. For a view from the standpoint of the Argentine Crimìnal Law, see Fraudes con tarjetas, 
by ANTONIO Mru.É in Amtfrica utìna y la Monética, Buenos Aires, 1988, p. 47. 
16. For example, the decisìon handed down by the Camara Naciona! Criminal y Correccional 
(Buenos Aires), Sala III, february 12, 1982 in re «Tepper de Edelstein, N.» See Tarfetas de Cré
dito by JosÉ Lurs A.1v!ADEO, Buenos Aires, 1984, p. 27. 
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identity, with the only purpose of defrauding (ordinarily through standard 
operations and subsequent failure to pay). 

7.2.2. Illegal use of cards by someone who did not obtain it fraudulently: a 
very common crime. The authorized user entrusts the means of access to the 
EFT to someone (usually relatives or employees) who perform illegal acts 
with them. 

7.2.3. Theft and robbery of physical means of access: at present, a very 
common crime. Cards providing access to ATMs and POS have become the 
favorite targets of individuals and international criminal organizations. 

7.2.4. Forged cards: a crime committed by those who modify lost or stolen 
cards (by «ironing» them) and by those who manufacture «valid false cards». 
This activity is one of the most painful headaches in this field. 

8. CoNCLUSIONS 

After reviewing the EFT phenomenon in the light of current statutes, cer
tain condusions become evident: 

1) First, one of the most striking aspects is the fact that such a widely used 
system, processing daily millions of transactions for a total of truly enor
mous amounts, is not subject to greater problems or failures, to the point 
that it is sometimes difficult to find information on problems, when legal 
scholars try to examine the facts that could be related to severa! theoretical 
hypothesis revealed during a review. This supports the high degree of relia
bility of the physical, logica! and communication means and devices used for 
EPT and the eff ectiveness of practices and routines adopted to systematize 
the operations. 
2) Stipulations between the parties prevaiì over legal reguìations, coinciding 
with an ahnost universal use of them, thereby seeming to impose a standard 
in this regard by encompassing very different and broad areas of ìaw, which 
are clearly differentiated in other issues of law. 
3) It is dear that background regulation referring to currency, usual credits 
and contracts has been sufficient, as an additional framework to that of pri
vate stipulations, for regulating the EFT phenomenon. Nevertheless, reguia
tions referring to inst.ruments and evidence of these acts, are not equally 
adeguate and pertinent and they deserve specific analysis and reform or 
amendment. 
4) It is similarly evident tbe need for changes in criminal law to adjust to 
crimes committed through electronics means and for the protection of va
lues ìncorporated by Monetics into modem social life. 
5) All antecedents make it foreseeable that deveìopments of techniques, 
most likely based on cards wìth memory, make it possible to overcome those 
problems related to user identification and evidence of transactions, without 
a major deviation from the classica! principles on instruments and evidence. 
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